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1. Introduction

Consider the problem of estimating the mean of a multivariate normal distri-
bution with convariance matrix the identity and sum of squared errors loss. In
an earlier paper [5] the author showed that if the dimension p is 5 or greater,
then proper Bayes minimax estimators do exist. We review this result briefly in
Section 2.
The main purpose of the present paper is to show that for p equal to 3 or 4,

there do not exist spherically symmetric proper Bayes minimax estimators.
The author has been unable, thus far, to disprove the existence of a nonspherical
proper Bayes minimax estimator for p equal 3 or 4. Of course, for p = 1, 2, the
usual estimator X is unique minimax but not proper Bayes.

In Section 3 we derive bounds for the possible bias of a minimax estimator.
This result should be of some interest independent of its use in proving the main
result of the paper. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of the main result.

2. The case of five and higher dimensions

In [5] the author produced a class of estimators for p _ 5 which are proper
Bayes minimax. This was done without loss of generality, in the case of a single
observation. For completeness we briefly describe this result.

Let X be a p dimensional random vector distributed according to the multi-
normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix I.
The prior distribution on 6 is given as follows: conditional on i, where

O < A < 1, let the distribution of 0 be multinormal with mean zero and co-
variance matrix [(1 - A)/I]I. The unconditional density of) with respect to
Lebesgue measure is given by A-/(l - a) for any a where 0 < a < 1.
The Bayes estimator with respect to the above prior distribution on 0 is given

by
(1) (X) (+ 2 - 2a 2exp-X12} X(1 ) (X) =XL 2 -IX 12Jf A.p/2-a exp {A- 1 X2}Ji
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It then follows from a simple extension of a result due to Baranchik [1], [2]
that the estimator 6(X), which is proper Bayes by definition, is minimax for
p .6. In addition for 2 < a < 1, (X) is minimax forp = 5.

3. The bias of spherically symmetric minimax estimators

In this section we derive upper and lower bounds on the possible bias of
spherically symmetric minimax estimators, that is, minimax estimators of the
form 6(X) = h(X 112)X. For such estimators, the ith component of the bias is
given by Eoh(I IX 112)Xi - oi = - p(| 10112)0i. Using the multivariate information
inequality as in Stein [3], p. 202, we have

(2) E0(j h(I X|2)X - 0112)
> p + 11 012 92(110112) _ 2p(p(Il 0112) - 4110I2 (p'(II0112).

If 6(X) = h(IIXI12)X is minimax, (2) becomes

(3) 0 . 110011 2 qp2(l101l2) - 2p(p(ll0 2) - 4110112 (p'(IlI0 2).
Letting t = 110112 and (t) = t (t), we have

(4) 0 _ /2(t)/t - 2pt(t)/t - 4*'(t) - 4 (t)lt
or

(5) 4*'(t) _ 0 (t) [o (t) - (2p - 4)]/t.
We prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 1. For p _ 2, 0 < 0(t) _ 2(p - 2), 0 <t<t c.
PROOF. Suppose that for some to > 0, *f(to) < 0. This implies by (5) that

f(t) < 0 for all 0 < t < to, and hence

(6) *'()[ t *()-2p 4)]- 1 > 1/4t.
Integrating from t(0 < t < to) to to

- (to) +(2p4)1-4)(1(pt-2-2 to
Log[ -*fr(to) - /I(t) + (2p - 4)= 2 t

As t -O 0 the right side of (7) approaches + oo while the left side remains
bounded, a contradiction. Hence it cannot happen that */(to) < 0.
Assume next for some to > 0 that *(to) > 2p - 4. From (5) it follows

that , (t) > 2p - 4 for all t > to. Proceeding as above except integrating the
inequality (6) from to to t, we obtain

(8) log [(t) - (2p - 4)[ 0 *(to) 1 p - 2
log(8) log L *(t) Ji*(to) - (2p -r)- 2 ° ttJ

Again the right side approaches + oo as t approaches + oo while the left side
remains bounded. This contradiction establishes the lemma.
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From the lemma and the definition of f (t) we get immediately the following
result.
THEOREM 1. If 6(x) = h(||X|2)X is a minimax estimator, and

(9) E8(h(JIXII2)Xi -_ i) = '_(110112)0i.
Then 0 _ (p(I| 0 |1 2) _ 2(p - 2)/11 0112.

In other words, the bias of a spherically symmetric minimax estimator is
always towards the origin but not by a factor larger than 2(p - 2)/110112.
4. The nonexistence of spherically symmetric proper Bayes minimax estimators
in three and four dimensions

In this section we apply Theorem 1 to show that spherically symmetric proper
Bayes estimators cannot be minimax for p = 3 and 4.
We note first that if 3(X) is a generalized Bayes estimator relative to the prior

dG(6), a
(10) 61(X) -X = aX logJ' exp {-11X - 0112}dG(O).
The ith components of the 6( ) is given by

(11) A | [a2 log exp {-41lx }dG(6) exp {-Mlx -u l2} H dxi

-ARP loga exp_2l|X _ 012 } dG(O)]a exp {-2 ||X- U2 n d

A J oglexpJ HdG(0) expf-lx- } dx

where A = (2X) '2.
We have used integration by parts with respect to xi to attain the first equality.

To get the second equality we use the fact that the partial derivative of
exp {|lx - u12} with respect to xi is the negative of the partial derivative of
the same quantity with respect to ui. The partial with respect to ui is then taken
outside the integral.

If we now assume 6(*) is minimax and spherically symmetric (which is equiva-
lent to dG(6) being orthogonally invariant [4], p. 42), we have from Theorem 1
that for ui > 0

(12) _(p(IIuI12)ui
a A log exp {-_11X-0112} dG(O)I
au. RPL ,P

2

exp {-_21X U-u112} H dxi
i= 1

> -2(p - 2)ui
= lull2
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For any vector u = (ut, u2, up), ||u|| > s > 0, ui > 0, we define vectors
ui, i = 0, , p as follows. Let u° = (u°. u°, . up) be any vector such that
O _ u° < ui and |u| =q < E,8 > 0 fixed.Next let

(13) { i

and ui = (ui, u ' up),; 1, ' ,p.
Note that we are merely changing thejth coordinate ofu-'1 to that of u by the

above construction. Hence uP = u. Integrating the expression (12) from u- 1 to
u' with respect to ui, i = 1,'* , p, and adding the results, we obtain by collapsing
successive terms,

(14) A log exp {-jlx - 0112 dG-(0) exp {- l-ux_112} HI dxiCP CP i= 1
-A log exp {-1IX 01-1O2}dG(0) exp{-7Ilx - U0112} H dxi

> -2(p - 2) log Ilull -2(p - 2) log Ilull.
Because of the orthogonal invariance of dG(O) and the fact that | = ,

the two terms in the above inequality which depend on u° do so only through i.
Hence. these two terms are constants. By Jensen's inequality applied to (14) it
follows that

(15) logA [|j exp{ 1 Ix - 012}dG(O))exp{4_x-uKX} H1 dx]

or _ -2(p-2) log ||
u

|| + c

(16) A{ (T exp{-4 x-1 i02 dG(l) eXp t_2||X U1} I d

> ec 11 U 11 - 2(p- 2)

-Note that by the orthogonal invariance of G. the above inequality holds for all
u such that || u || > E.
The left side of' (16) is essentially the (density of) the convolution of the

standard normal with the convolution of dG(0) and the standard normal. Hence
the quantity on the left represents the Radon-Nikodym derivative (with respect
to Lebesgue measure on RP) of' a measure which is finite if and only if
JRP dG(O) < oo. However. integrating the right side of (16) over the sphere
u _|> E we see that the result can only be finite if 2(p - 2) - (p - 1) > 1, or

equivalently if p > 4. We therefore have the following result.

THEOREM 2. Let 6(X) be a spherically symnmetric mininiax estimator which is
generalized Bayes with respect to the (generalized) prior- dG(O). If p . 4. dG(O)
cannot be a proper prior distribution.
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5. Remarks

We have shown that there do not exist spherically symmetric proper Bayes
minimax estimators in four or lower dimensions. In a previous paper we
demonstrated the existence of such estimators for p _ 5. We are thus far
unable to rule out the possibility that nonspherically symmetric proper Bayes
minimax estimators exist in three and four dimensions although it seems highly
unlikely that such estimators do exist.

Also we have been unable thus far to say anything concrete about the situation
where some part of the covariance structure of the problem is unknown.

L. Brown has recently found a proof of the nonexistence of nonspherically
symmetric proper Bayes estimators for p = 3 and 4.

0 0 0 0 0

The author wishes to thank L. Brown for bringing this problem to his
attention and C. Stein for much helpful discussion.
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